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New construction 
comes at a cost 
Jay Brantley input, extensive study and 
Contributor strategic planning." 
There has been on-going 
One of the most recent concern from both faculty and 
projects to surface at Clemson the student body in regards to 
University is the new $62 million this lack of planning and input 
football operations complex, involved in their proposals. 
which gained concept approval During a Faculty Senate meeting 
from the Board of Trustees in on Dec. 9, 2014, it was discussed 
February. However, this new that "there did not appear to be a 
project does not come without systematic and rigorous planning 
a cost. The facility would process involved." 
displace where the soccer team On Jan. 13, 2015, 
currently practices. the Faculty Senate passed a 
It has been discussed by the resolution urging "suspension 
Athletic Director and University of any activity at the proposed 
Planning and Design to create site'' and recommended "that 
two new soccer fidds adjacent a comprehensive, unbiased 
to the rowing facility in order to and scientifically sound study 
accommodate for the loss. This is be undertaken." 
the stretch of forest that connects Despite this resolution it 
the dykes for many runners and seems as though the Athletic 
walkers. Aside from the botanical Department will moveShannon Kay and Shaq Thomas and Kitt Moore and Raegan McCullough are in the runoff for the student body 
gardens, it is one of the last forward anyways.president and vice president. 
forested areas on campus. While fighting to save 
The university is taking a this small patch of trees mayVoting reopens for 48 hours for step forward in the process of seem insignificant, it speaks to 
redefining itsdf and establishing a bigger issue at hand. There's a 
itselfas a top public university. An concern from both faculty andpresidential and vice presidential elections. 
effort is be.ing made "to build to students that there needs to be 
compete" - one of the priorities transparency fromKelsey Morgan Saturday morning. military history, and to charge their laptops more the 
according to The Clemson 2020 administration in regards to newNews Editor Shannon and Shaq's further emphasizing our and cellphones using solar 
Road Map. Several projects are in construction projects.
slogan is "Uniting our Family, ROTC programs." power, increasing agriculture 
the process of being constructed The fear is that theIt has been announced Defining our Future," and Thomas said, "I'm awareness as well as a student 
and even more are being destruction of these trees will setthat there will be a runoff their platform is the academic very grateful that Clemson memorial chapel and garden, designed. And with each new a precedent for future destruction 
election between Shannon initiatives and military believed in Shannon and academic advising reform, project, there does not seem to of the forest. Furthermore,Kay and Shaq Thomas emphasis. For the academic me, I'm very grateful for the stopping the proposed be any widespread discussion at there is fear that the lack of 
and Kitt Moore and initiatives, they plan to work opportunity to have a runoff athletic fee and instituting a the ground level. Projects seem to transparency put forth in this 
Raegan McCullough. towards free testing materials and excited for it as well .. . Director of Greek Affairs. pop up overnight. project will continue to occur. 
Kay and Thomas led such as Scantrons and Shannon and Moore said of the What the Athletic Director However, it seems as though this 
Wednesday's elections bluebooks, I would like initial election results, and many others fail to consider cry for transparency is largely
creating to unite our We believe "I truly believed from with 2,995 votes - ' ' is that this piece of land is part being ignored.
48.23 percent of the Shannon more study family- that's ' 'in what the beginning that it of the Clemson Experimental According to Dr. Vic 
total votes. In second and I would spaces and the biggest Clemson was going to a runoff. Forest, a unique, 17,000 acre asset Shelburne, Professor Emeritus 
place, Moore and like to unite extending thing to us. I did not know if to Clemson University. of forestry here at Clemson,
was foundedMcCullough received the hours And together it was going to be According to a special the administration needs aour family ...1,686 votes - 27.15 of certain we can define on and the Raegan and me, but status of the Clemson Forest, "mechanism for letting people
+- percent of the total and together buildings . our future." traditions I truly believed it any use and destruction of the know of long-term plans;' and 
votes. Matt Abrams On their K i t t would go to a runoff forest should only be done after "the transparency issue needs towe can that Clemsonand Destinee Wilson website, they and Raegan's ... I would like to say "careful deliberation, widespread be discussed more." define our
received 1,339 votes said, we slogan is "Tiger holds, and to all of Clemson 
- 21.56 percent of the future.,, will work to Tradition, that Raegan and Ilook forward Weather-relatedtotal votes. The final bring these Forward truly ran the besttowards what3.06 percent of the resources to Vision , " campaign we possibly
-Shaq 
votes went to a write students to and they Clemson will could, not for any 
in candidate - Dabo Thomas make their have several bring in the personal gain, but cancellation 
Duck, who received Clemson platforms truly because we lovefuture.,,143 votes. experience the best that it including Clemson. We believe policies addressed 
According to Director can be." things such as in what Clemson 
of Elections, Leslie Snider, Also according to their parking ticket -Kitt Moore was founded on Caroline Marwede and Christmas movies 
there were just over 6,000 website, they plan to increase forgiveness, and the traditions in However,Contributor February." 
votes cast in this election, a the military emphasis on suicide awareness and that Clemson holds, and there is a lot of behind the 
large increase from last year's campus "by adding a Military prevention, a "dead week" look forward towards what During the winter scenes work that goes into 
election in which only about Chair to Undergraduate before finals in which Clemson will bring in 
months in Clemson, South determining whether or 
3,700 votes were cast. Student Government, professors would do only the future." not Clemson classes shouldCarolina, class cancellations 
The runoff will begin hosting military heritage review and not teach any new The results are projected be held. are inevitable. Weather
today at 8 a.m., the events, creating a video material, solar picnic tables be announced aroundand to forecasts that involve snow, The decision is up to the 
voting will close at 8 a.m. series featuring Clemson's which will allow students noon Saturday. Clemson Crisis Management ice and freezing temperatures 
are all red flags that keep team. This team consists of a 
wide variety of faculty fromstudents and faculry on 
their toes anticipating a student affairs to housing 
potential snow day. Clemson and dining. These leaders 
University officials provide get reports from the local 
many resources and means of and county government 
communication to keep those and weigh the information 
who are concerned in the loop in these reports . From 
with campus closings. there, a recommendation is 
For students like junior made to Almeda Jacks, the 
psychology major, Chandler vice president of Student 
Stepp, "snow days make Affairs, and vice president 
for snowman building, of Academic Affairs and 
roomie bonding, free time Provost Bob Jones, who 
See WEATHER page A2 
Tigertown Bound by the numbers 
Clemson administration offers insight into new student admissions. 
choose from is approximately this upcoming academic Bennet said, "WeD.E. Lyles 
22,000 applicants. year. Due to the large also look at high schoolSenior StajfWriter 
The goal for accepted freshmen class of this year, transcripts and GPAs ... 
This upcoming fall, a freshmen is 3,200. The the upcoming fall semester [and] peer comparison 
select group of about 3,200 Bridge program, which will be the most selective and helps us put a student in the 
will join the Clemson Family allows students to enroll at competitive class of all time. best situation." 
and begin their journey as Clemson, but attend class Bennett said that while Peer comparison is the 
a Tiger. at Tri-County Technical an applicant's SAT and ACT option that applicants have 
It is a very special time College in nearby Pendleton, scores are important for of listing their number one 
for both the newly accepted adds another 800 students to admission (1290 and 29.5 choice for major, along 
students and the already the accepted freshmen class. are the average respective with a number two and 
existing Clemson Family. While the goal of scores for students granted number three. 
Robert W. Bennett, 3,200 new students is ideal, admission), there are also According to Bennett, 
senior associate director in sometimes plans do not several other avenues in this allows for the best­
the Office of Undergraduate fall together perfectly. This which admission workers suited student to receive 
Admissions, in 101 Sikes past year, Clemson enrolled explore to find the best the major in which they can 
Hall, said that the pool of 3,500 freshmen, which puts students for Clemson and the succeed in. The accessibility 
srudents for Clemson to the school in a sort of bind best flt for those students. of majors fluctuates from 
See TIGERTOWNpage A20 please recycle THE TIGER 0 o please recycle THE TIGER0 
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Tigra scientifica: 
Writing may help solve 
marital conflicts 
Savannah Miller 
Contributor 
Sometimes in a 
relationship, we get so irritated 
with our partner that it would 
seem satisfying to just rip 
their heads off. Spending that 
much time with one person, 
especially during periods 
of frustration, can lead to 
petulant thoughts and actions. 
A 2013 study conducted 
by Eli Finkel published 
in Psychological Science 
reported that couples who 
spent time writing about their 
disagreements were happier 
with their relationship in the 
long term compared with 
those who didn't. 
Over a span of two 
years, 120 married couples 
were monitored for their 
relationship satisfaction. Half 
of the couples participated in 
writing assessments, while the 
other half did not, and the 
results were striking. 
Every couple goes 
through its ups and downs 
afrer the initial "honeymoon" 
period. Marital quality is of 
'Utmost importance - being 
in such a strong, tight-knit 
relationship can affect one's 
physical and mental health as 
emotions and physiological 
processes become interwoven. 
A key component 
in healthy relationships is 
communication; a lack of 
communication can lead to 
resentment and repressed 
anger, both of which are 
detrimental to mental health. 
In this study, 
researchers determined that 
communication between 
spouses positively correlated 
with marital happiness. 
They asked participants 
to assess their marital quality 
every four months and to write 
down their most significant 
disagreement over the course 
of that time. After 12 months, 
the parttc1pating couples 
were randomly split into two 
equal groups. 
The first group was asked 
to complete a written response 
to prompts on disagreements 
in marriages in addition to 
the marital assessments while 
the second group was the 
control group. 
After a total of24 months 
in the study, the couples' 
results were analyzed. It was 
found that individuals who 
spent a mere 20 minutes every 
few months reappraising their 
conflicts felt more positive 
about their marriage. 
Couples who participated 
in this part of the experiment 
reported 50 percent less 
decline in marital quality 
as compared to the control 
group. These data support the 
theory that anger and distress 
related to relationship issues 
can be dissolved when looking 
at the problems objectively. 
One pitfall of the study 
was that all the participants 
were heterosexual couples from 
the Chicago metropolitan 
area. Therefore, the results 
may not be representative 
of the general population 
due to the small sample size 
and lack of diversity in those 
who participated. 
Despite this, the data 
suggest that relationships 
may benefit from reassessing 
disagreements and actively 
communicating. This may 
be the key to a long, happy 
life together. 
Ratan Tata met with UN Women Executive Director Phumzile Mlambo-Ngcuka at a 
meeting for legislation on women's economic empowennent. 
Clemson awards honorary 
degree to businessman and 
philanthropist 
Jordan Byrne 
Asst. News Editor 
For most students, 
obtaining a university degree 
requires four years of study, 
hard work, numerous exams 
and a healthy sum of money. 
But for a few significant 
individuals, those who have 
influenced their c'ommunity 
or field in exceptional ways, 
universities often grant 
honorary degrees as a token 
of respect for their work 
and achievement. 
Clemson is no stranger 
to honorary degrees and since 
1937, the university has granted 
approximately 323 of the 
distinguished honors to various 
individuals. According to the 
Board ofTrustees mandate that 
establishes the guidelines for 
the selection and affirmation 
of honorary degree candidates, 
"Clemson University intends 
to be highly selective in 
awarding honorary degrees to 
the highest qualified and most 
deserving candidates." 
The road to receiving 
such a distinction is a lengthy 
one and includes nomination, 
review by the Honorary 
Degree Selection Committee, 
selection by the president of 
the university and approval 
by the Board of Trustees. The 
degrees are generally awarded 
during graduation ceremonies, 
and no more than two may be 
presented per commencement. 
The university's most 
recent award was presented 
on Feb. 24 at the South 
Carolina Automotive 
Summit in Greenville. Indian 
businessman and former 
chairman of Tata Group, 
Ratan Tata, was the recipient 
of a doctorate in automotive 
engineering. This marked 
the first time an honorary 
degree had been presented by 
the university apart from a 
graduation ceremony. 
Mr. Tata, whose current 
net worth sits around $60 
billion, graduated from 
Cornell University in 1962 
with a degree in architecture 
and structural engineering. 
He then attended Harvard 
Business School and became 
chair ofTata Group, a capacity 
in which he served from 1991 
to 2012. He now sits on the 
boards of a number of high­
profile companies including 
Rolls Royce, JP Morgan Chase 
and Mitsubishi Corporation. 
In Mr. Tata's official 
nomination by the University, 
he is described as a "modest and 
humble person," an "effective 
consensus builder" and a 
"champion of ethical business 
practices." He has received 
a plethora of other awards 
including honorary degrees 
from York University, Carnegie 
Mellon University, the 
University of Amsterdam and 
the University of Cambridge. 
As for student's thoughts 
on the situation, most 
seem to respect the hard 
work and dedication that 
goes into earning such a 
prestigious honor. 
"I think honoring 
individuals like Ratan Tata is 
a great idea," said sophomore 
civil engineering major James 
Austin, "Not only does the 
recipient earn recognition for 
his or her accomplishments, 
but, from a student's 
perspective, we are able to 
learn from their successes 
and failures. " 
Research shows that writing has a positive effect on mental health and wellness. 
WEATHER from page Al 
will then notify President 
Clements. 
Jackie Todd, who 
is in charge of internal 
communication for Clemson 
Media Relations, sits in on 
crisis meetings. It is her job 
to alert others of the final 
decision to cancel classes. 
Todd sends out information 
via social media, CU safe 
texts and directs people 
to Clemson's Campus 
Safety page. 
She said, "CU safe page 
is your one-stop area to get 
information, particularly 
in times of inclement 
weather and cns1s, as 
opposed to having to go 
multiple places." 
Students and faculry are 
busy people, and getting this 
information out as soon as 
possible is necessary. 
TIGERTOWN from page Al 
year-to-year, depending on 
interests of graduating high 
school seniors. 
The hard work 
that Clemson requires 
is more than worth the 
time, however. 
The reason that Mr. 
Bennett says Clemson has 
claimed the title of a top 
20 public university is that 
"every year, we get more 
competitive, and that only 
increases the value of a 
Clemson degree." 
Hannah Jones, a 
transfer sophomore who is 
a history major said that the 
reason she chose to come to 
Clemson was that "Because 
Clemson is a very accepting 
and friendly school . . . like 
one big family. It's also nice 
that teachers do care about 
the success of students here. 
The Clemson Family is all 
about coming together in 
According to Clemson's 
Campus Safety page, "When 
counry government offices 
are closed, local Clemson 
University campuses also 
are closed." 
Students who are 
curious can follow the link 
posted on clemson.edu/ 
cusafety to check the status 
of government offices. There 
is also a Twitter account that 
announces campus closings, 
and other safety messages. 
It is highly 
recommended that students 
sign up for CU safe texts 
because according to Todd, 
"CU safe text comes out 
the quickest." 
The safe text option is 
also ideal for people who are 
on the go, because they will 
not need to go and check a 
webpage, the alert will come 
times of need." 
Freshman Savannah 
Butts, a health science major, 
said, "I think that Clemson's 
atmosphere of having 
southern hospitality, along 
with the resources given to 
the students, and having a 
healthy competmve edge 
makes us a top 20 school. 
Clemson family means that 
I always have people who 
support me and will always 
be there for me no matter 
what. It means I will always 
be a part of this tradition, 
even after I graduate." 
Two newly accepted 
Tigers expressed their 
excitement about being 
accepted to Clemson. 
Jake Baker, a senior at 
Eastside High School, in 
Taylors, South Carolina, 
said, "Coming to Clemson 
was something I wanted to 
do when I was really young." 
to them. 
Snow days can be a nice 
break but, for Bailey Dukes, 
economics major, it is more 
than just a day off. 
Dukes said, "It's nice 
having class cancelled, but 
it's pretty inconvenient when 
we are only given a few 
hours notice. I had two tests 
moved on the day of which 
was frustrating because I 
had been studying a ton 
for them, and then they 
just got cancelled a couple 
hours before." 
Snow in Clemson is 
excmng, however it also 
calls for a lot of work. 
It affects every student 
and faculty member 
at Clemson, so staying up 
to date and informed is 
the best way to go about 
class cancellations. 
Baker plans to major 
in chemical engineering, 
and said, concerning 
the University of South 
Carolina, "the South 
Carolina Gamecocks are 
America's favorite losers and 
Clemson's warm up for the 
ACC championship game." 
Matthew Rhodes, a 
graduating senior at Laurens 
High School, in Greenville 
County, said he wanted to 
come to Clemson because 
he wanted to get the best 
education possible. Rhodes 
plans to be an engineering 
major and hopes to join the 
bass fishing team. 
Coming to Clemson has 
transitioned from a dream 
to a reality for over 3,000 
high school seniors across 
the country. Let us all do our 
very best to help them in this 
transition, and live up to the 
term "Clemson Family." 
TICitR5 LIVt IN TMt5t W99D5 
We invite you to come tour the available 
floor plans (2, 3 & 4 bedrooms) and amenities on property 
Leasing Gifts (gift cards & TVs ) 
Don't miss out! We are already 75% for August 
2015 
www.WoodlandsofClemson.com 
864-654-3004 
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Ashley Stout 
Photo Editor 
T qo often these days I'm being asked, "What do 
you want to be 
when you grow up?" -
minus the playful inflection 
that comes with that 
question when you're being 
asked by your teacher in 
kindergarten. I always want 
to pull a John Lennon and 
answer "happiness" - but I 
don't, because even though 
there is abundant truth in 
simplicity, no one wants to 
dig that deep. Regardless, 
I believe that every single 
person in this world has the 
innate desire to be happy. 
While the desire is innate, 
fulfilling it is not, and we 
don't know how to handle 
that. We wait for the hot 
body, the job, the money, 
the spouse and other 
worldly things to satisfy 
us, and when they don't, 
we're left with emptiness. 
a::::0)
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I have struggled with 
depression since fifth grade. 
Middle school was an 
especially dark time, and 
not in the normal "angsty 
teen" way. I could never 
understand why I seemed 
significantly sadder than 
the world around me, and I 
tried to lie to myself for as 
long as possible. 
After all, maybe it 
was normal to come home 
crying every day. Maybe 
it was normal to wish 
for a different life in the 
middle of English. Maybe 
it was normal to stare at 
sharp objects and wonder 
how they would feel if I 
used them on my wrists. I 
never acted, but I always 
wondered. I started to 
ignore my parents, my 
brother and all of my 
friends. I isolated myself 
because it was easier to hurt 
alone than to face rejection. 
I didn't have much faith 
back then, but I still prayed 
every night to whatever 
to tHe e □ ltOR: 
Dear Editor, 
A group of our 
students stuck out their 
necks to tell us that 
Tillman is a hurtful 
name to them. They told 
us that attaching that 
name to our most visible 
building makes them 
feel unwelcome. These 
are just the students 
who spoke out, and just 
the ones who ended 
up choosing Clemson. 
Imagine how many 
more were driven away 
by the unwelcoming 
atmosphere. 
Surely no one in 
the so-called Clemson 
family wants their kin to 
feel hurt or unwelcome. 
Especially the more one 
learns about Ben Tillman, 
it's pretty obvious that 
honoring any legacy he 
deity was listening, begging 
to find a reason to live 
besides the fear of pain in 
death. That was the only 
thing that kept me going -
not hope, but the possibility 
of someday having it. 
Things got better in 
high school, but that wasn't 
saying much, and my pride 
still refused to believe that I 
was struggling. But, there is 
always a breaking point and 
mine came on the day that 
I told my parents that I was 
going to kill myself. 
There is nothing in this 
world that can take away 
the memory of the look on 
their faces in that moment. 
I broke their hearts in one 
sentence and to this day I 
haven't experienced a wake 
up call quite like that. I 
wanted to kill myself. But 
I didn't. And I became that 
much stronger for it. Each 
morning after that, I woke 
up and decided to try to be 
happy. I started to talk to 
my best friend again after a 
A conversation about 
mental health in college 
students 
has is far outweighed 
by the hurt that 
doing so causes. 
For me, the name 
is embarrassing, and 
the refusal to officially 
change it is even more so. 
I want to work at a great 
university and recent 
events seem like a step 
in the wrong direction 
for Clemson. 
I feel embarrassed, 
but I can only imagine 
how hurtful the pushback 
is for those who stepped 
out to ask and then were 
denied. Surely it feels 
worse than if they hadn't 
tried to make Clemson 
better in the first place. 
But, together, 
we can do something 
more powerful than any 
administrative decree. We 
can immediately start a 
diversity initiative that 
is absolutely free. And 
for inspiration, we need 
look no further than 
the football stadium; 
"Clemson Death Valley" 
gets more google hits than 
its official name "Clemson 
Memorial Stadium." 
A building's name is 
what we call it, and we 
can call the building with 
the bells that overlooks 
Bowman field whatever 
we want. We don't 
need approval from the 
state legislature, and we 
certainly don't need the 
endorsement of the board 
of trustees. 
So please, if you 
care about your Clemson 
family, exercise your 
freedom of speech and 
call it Old Main. 
Associate Professor ofCivil Engineering 
ONLY ABOUT 1IN 3OF THOSE SUFFERING SEEK TREATMENT 
OVEROF 
ADOLESCENTS 
HAVEA 8,(XX)
DEPRESSIVE CHILDREN UNDERDISORDER BY 10 SUFFER FROMAGE18. SEVERE 
DEPRESSION. 
1IN 10 CHILDREN 5-16 SUFFER FROM AMENTAL HEALTH DISORDER 
two-year hiatus. I yelled at 
my parents less, hugged my 
brother more and each day 
was less lonely. 
In college, my 
freshman year was 
rough. I didn't know how 
to handle the ordinary 
demands of life without my 
parents to guide me and 
my own room to sulk in. 
Sophomore year I began to 
make new friends, to force 
myself to join clubs, to 
push myself academically -
I was going to make myself 
be happy somehow. And it's 
been working. That's not 
to say that the journey isn't 
an ongoing gamble. People 
are full of risks; building a 
relationship with someone 
is giving them the power to 
break you and trusting that 
they won't. Even though 
I've found that nine times 
out of 10 people will abuse 
that power, when you find 
one that matters, it makes 
all the suffering worth 
enduring. My friends, 
family and restored faith in 
God gave me the hope that 
I always dreamed of. In the 
wise words ofJ.K. Rowling, 
"Rock bottom became the 
solid foundation on which 
I rebuilt my life." 
As for happiness: it 
maybe fleeting in times of 
darkness, but that doesn't 
mean that it leaves you 
completely. I think the 
key to happiness is to stop 
waiting for it to come to 
you, but instead to sprint 
towards it with all your 
strength. There is no 
stagnancy in life - you're 
either moving forward or 
falling backwards. But with 
faith comes hope, with 
hope comes perseverance 
and with this perseverance 
we can keep getting back 
up. And as for me, I will 
always have hope (Psalm 
71:14). 
"Vorfreude (n.): the 
joyful, intense anticipation 
that comes from imagining 
future pleasures." 
Remy Barnwell 
Senior StajfWriter 
en Carson, 
neurosurgeon, 
author of "Gifted 
Hands" and 
potential 2016 
presidential candidate 
appeared on an episode of 
CNN's "New Day" yesterday 
and held an interesting stance. 
Not only did Carson say that 
he "absolutely" believed that 
being gay was a choice, but 
his explanation was "Because 
a lot of people who go 
into prison go into prison 
straight - and when they 
come out, they're gay. So, did 
something happen while they 
were in there? Ask yourself 
that question." 
Well, Dr. Carson, I have 
asked myself that question 
and the "something" that 
happened while they were in 
there was weeks, months or 
even years of sexual assault. 
Let's clear something up very 
quickly; sexual encounters or 
experiences do not determine 
your sexuality. Yes, I am aware 
of what I said . . . but let's 
think about this. If a male 
child is molested by another 
male, then it is not acceptable 
to assume anything about 
this child's sexuality because 
of his victimization. It is 
interesting that as the victim 
matures then it is more likely 
that someone will and can 
make assumptions about an 
individual's sexuality from 
his victimization. 
I'm assuming that Dr. 
Carson has never been to 
prison and I am also assuming 
that Dr. Carson has never 
been in the mind of another 
person: specifically a former 
male inmate who has been 
raped. The sexual activity 
that goes on in males prisons, 
while sometimes is consensual, 
is mostly sexual assault and a 
form ofpower display. Inmates 
exchange sexual favors for 
protection but this is not an 
indicator of sexuality, but 
more so ofsurvival and fear. So 
ask yourself this question, does 
being raped determine your 
sexuality? Well, this answer 
doesn't change if the victim 
was in prison, in kindergarten 
or jogging down the street. 
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DOES THE SPREAD OFFENSE WORK? 
Alex Shuler In the modern era, where the defenders required to is sped up and the ball is in a conference lacking the it does so quickly. Anyone 
Columnist the spread offense has spread cover more area, theory says snapped quickly, as in a dominate SEC powerhouse that has seen Clemson 
like a disease, sound defense that holes should then open hurry-up offense, the holes schools that LSU played. As struggle offensively knows 
How many points no longer wins enough up for the skill players to make and confusion on defense is it has been recently said time that when the offense isn't 
does it take to play for a games to make a National plays. Instead of making holes compounded. Not only are and time again, "just enough clicking, it's a three-and-out 
College Football National Champion. The philosophy physically, the spread ensures the defenders covering more defense wins championships." in 20 seconds or less of game 
Championship? The answer now is "score as quickly Because of the absurd amount time. Oregon stalled in theholes open ' ' ground, they are 
to that question in 2003 and as much as possible." up by NOW, IN COLLEGE also restricted of pressure a spread offense National Championship and 
would be an average of 33.8 Gone are the now archaic creating to using places on a defense, it is very only possessed the ball for 38FOOTBALL, YOUpoints, put up by LSU in methods of "ball control" distance rudimentary unlikely a defense is going to percent of the time. Even if 
their National Championship and time of possession play. between DON'T BANK ON YOUR defensive hold a spread to less than two you have the excellence that is 
run under present Alabama Oregon, in last year's run to defenders. to scores for the whole game. Marcus Mariota under center, DEFENSE TO STOP THE schemesHead Coach Nick Saban. Last the championship, placed This is why ensure that they So why doesn't every you aren't going to win a 
year, it took an average of 45 118th in the nation in time screen plays OTHER TEAM ... \m!lli set up quickly team use a spread? Well, football game when he never 
points for Ohio State to claim of possession. They scored sometimes almost every team has has the ball. 
the championship title under 46.1 points per game, despite b r e a k (U;ffl~~Ri~illffi~HJ~ ;~:ugh t~;;::; incorporated spread elements Until an old-school 
Head Coach Urban Meyer, hardly ever having the ball. for long (i!illJ jrn lililffij 'i.illlE\'1Ifill. before the ball is to their game-plan, with possession offense like 
even without playing a first This potency is touchdown snapped. notable holdouts in teams Stanford or Arkansas 
string quarterback. Why did accomplished by the spread passes, Defenses like Arkansas, Wisconsin, succeeds in the National 
it take 11 points more on offense style, which puts where due to the spread have been on their heels ever Michigan State and Stanford. Championship, the case' '
average to take OSU to the more pressure on the defense layout, the wide receiver may since the dawn of the new With the addition of an up­ against the spread _offense is 
National Championship? than any other offensive only have one immediate era. The same LSU team that tempo pace akin to that of very weak. The advantage 
Because, now in college ideology before. The spread man to beat before a dazzling scored 33.8 points on its way offensive perennial powers it gives to offenses makes 
football, you don't bank on uses three to five receivers in touchdown reception, a la to the BCS title in 2003, Oregon, Baylor, TCU and for very exciting, watchable 
your defense to stop the other sets designed to spread out Artavis Scott in the first only allowed an average of Auburn, it's a miracle every football, and as former Wake 
team from scoring to win, the defense, making each Clemson offensive play of 11.3 points, a remarkably low game doesn't have 200 points Forest Head Coach Jim 
your offense just scores more defender responsible for more the Russell Athletic Bowl. number. Ohio State, allowed scored. The problem is, that Grobe says, "Offenses are here 
than they do. square yardage of field. With When the pace of play 22.1 points per game last year, when the spread offense stalls, to stay." 
Dear Tiger Nation: 
As I complete my final 
"official" football event 
at Clemson's Pro Day, I 
wanted to thank all of you 
who made my Clemson 
experience so special and 
memorable. 
Thank you Coach 
Swinney and the entire 
coaching staff for molding 
through your guidance and 
leadership. I was blessed 
to have played for you 
and appreciate how you 
prepared me for both my 
future in the NFL and for 
life in general. 
I am also so grateful 
to have formed personal 
relationships with President 
Jim Clements and Athletic 
Director Dan Radakovich. 
■ 
while Pastor Jeff Davis, 
team Chaplain James Trapp 
and academic advisor 
Wayne "Cheech" Coffman 
were just as important 
for my mental/spiritual 
development. Thank you 
to our managers, football 
operations staff, Vickery 
Hall staff, the Board of 
Trustees, IPTAY and Jill 
Wilks. All of you made 
sorely miss seeing all ofyou 
on a daily basis. 
The Tiger experience 
was made special by my 
teammates - past and 
present. We gave our 
blood, sweat and tears 
to this program and, as 
a team, we lived up to 
the high standards of 
Clemson Tiger Football. 
The mutual support we 
The Clemson 
experience goes far 
beyond football and 
I want to express my 
gratitude to my professors, 
academic advisors, and 
fellow students, all of 
whom made Clemson 
feel like my home away 
from home. 
Finally, to the fans 
who packed Death Valley 
embraced and cheered 
for me always, and I'll 
never forget or replace the 
feeling I had running onto 
that field. 
It was an honor to 
wear the orange and purple, 
and I will definitely be an 
active member ofThe Tiger 
Nation moving forward. 
All In!! Tiger For Life! 
The stage was set 
for a marquee game in 
Littlejohn Coliseum on 
Tuesday night, as a must­
win game for both the 
Tigers and the NC State 
Wolfpack served as the 
final scheduled matchup 
in Littlejohn as we know 
it, However, the Tigers 
could not get their offense 
clicking early enough in 
the game and dropped 
their home finale 66-61. 
With the loss, Clemson fell 
to 16-13 overall and 8-9 in 
conference play, while the 
Wolfpack improved to 18-
12 and 9-8 in the ACC. 
In the first half, the 
scoring was rather back 
and forth, and the leading 
team changed 10 times. 
Clemson's largest lead of 
the half was five points 
compared to State's two, 
and the Tigers went into 
the half up by one point 
r:1ough to le 
ittlej 
past NC S 
half we lost the defensive 
intensity and we just need 
to learn, when we go on 
scoring droughts, to get 
easy baskets. We just have 
to get in the film room, 
watch what we did wrong, 
and just have a tough week 
of practice to get ready for 
Notre Dame." 
After the game, a 
short video tribute to the 
47 years of basketball in 
Littlejohn was played, 
followed by an indoor 
fireworks display set to 
"Eye of the Tiger." To 
watch the video, check out 
our website, thetigernews. 
com, for a link. 
Clemson will conclude 
the regular season on 
Saturday at 4:00 p.m. in 
South Bend, Indiana with 
a matchup with the Notre 
Dame Fighting Irish. The 
Tigers played a close game 
with the Fighting Irish 
earlier in February, losing 
by a narrow margin of 60-
58 in Littlejohn. 
at 21-20. Clemson only 
made 11 total shots in the 
first half, including only 
one three pointer in 10 
attempts, 
The Tiger offense 
struggled for the greater 
part of the game and 
finished the matchup 
shooting only 29.9 percent 
from the field and 25 
percent from beyond the 
arc. Clemson did have 
a 33-32 lead with 13:04 
left in the game, but the 
Wolfpack proceeded to go 
on a 20-2 run to seal their 
victory. The majority of 
NC State's offensive success 
came from behind the 
three-point line, as they 
nearly doubled Clemson's 
three-point percentage 
by shooting 45 percent 
from downtown. 
Freshman Gabe DeVoe 
led the Tigers in scoring on 
Tuesday, draining a career­
high 18 points, including 
three of Clemson's five 
made three-pointers, in 
only six minutes off the 
bench. DeVoe had only 
scored 11 points during 
the entire season prior 
to Tuesday's game, but 
he was a large part of the 
reason that the Tigers 
cut the final deficit to 
only five points. DeVoe's 
fellow freshman, Donte 
Grantham, contributed 12 
points and two blocks, and 
redshirt sophomore Jaron 
Blossomgame led the team 
with 10 rebounds. 
"Coach [Brownell] 
told me to come in and 
shoot the ball, and that's 
what I did," DeVoe said. 
"I got an opportunity last 
game, but I just didn't 
capitalize like I wanted to; 
[I just have] to stay ready 
whenever my name is called 
upon. We couldn't get any 
easy baskets. In the second 
half, when we went on the 
scoring drought, it affected 
our defense. [Coach 
Brownell told us after the 
game) that in the second 
me into the player and Trainer Danny Poole valuable contributions to enjoyed on-and-off the every Saturday, I thank you 
man I am today. I came to and Strength Coach Joey our football team's and my field helped mold each one for the unwavering support 
demson with ambitious Batson and their staffs success. All of you helped of us, and our friendships and love you have shown ~~ 
goals, and was able to were an integral part of my me develop as a football will continue long our team throughout Defensive Tackle - #50 
attain just about all of them development physically, player, and man. I will beyond Clemson. my Clemson career. You 
t 
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Baseball's comeback falls short 
against Winthrop 
Henry Hutton 
Senior StaffWriter 
Just one day after 
securing an impressive series 
victory over No. 8 rival 
South Carolina, the Clemson 
baseball team fell at home to 
Winthrop by a score of 5-4. 
The loss dropped the Tigers 
to 7-4 on the season while 
the Eagles improved to 7-3. 
Clemson took an early 
1-0 lead on a rainy day at 
Doug Kingsmore Stadium 
when sophomore catcher 
Chris Okey blasted a hanging 
breaking ball for a one run 
homer. However, the lead 
would not last long, as 
Winthrop responded with two 
runs in the third and a three 
run homerun from Roger 
Gonzalez in the fifth to put 
the Eagles up 5-1, effectively 
ending freshman Charlie 
Barnes' first career start in 
disappointing fashion. 
However, Clemson 
refused to give up as they 
immediately got one of the 
runs back in the bottom of 
the fifth off an Eli White 
double to cut the deficit to 
three. Clemson would also 
score two in eighth off the 
hot bat of Tyler Krieger, but 
it would not be enough as 
the Tigers got the tying run 
on base but could not bring 
him home in the ninth, 
losing 5-4. 
Although a loss to a 
lower tier program such as 
Winthrop may seem like 
a set back, the game on 
Tuesday was always going to 
be difficult for Clemson. The 
Freshman Chase Pinder had an RBI againstWmthrop. 
rainy game was their second 
straight and the fourth in five 
days, with those four games 
taking place at three different 
venues. After a long weekend 
extended due to rain 
against one of the toughest 
opponents they will face all 
year, the Tigers must have 
been tired both physically 
and mentally. 
Clemson also faced 
issues with its starting 
rotation as the brutal schedule 
fo reed Coach Jack Leggett 
to go out of his regulars 
to find a starter. Although 
many expected junior Clate 
Schmidt, a veteran and 
Leggett's most consistent 
choice as an unconventional 
starter, to get the nod, the 
talented Barnes was called 
upon instead. Despite several 
solid performances thus far 
this season, Barnes was not 
ready for the starting role 
as he showed composure 
issues throughout his 3.0 
innings pitched. However, 
Barnes undoubtedly has a 
bright future ahead of him 
in Clemson and Tiger fans 
should not place too much 
weight on this midweek loss 
as they move forward. 
Clemson will open ACC 
regular season play this week 
as they travel to Raleigh, 
North Carolina to face 
NC State. The Wolfpack, 
although unranked at the 
moment, have been perennial 
contenders in the conference 
and will prove another tough 
test, as the Tigers must 
get out to a good start in 
the ACC. 
Sophomore Chris Okey (No. 25) hits his second homer. 
• Washer &Dryer In Each Unit 
• High Speed Internet Available 
• Basketball Court 
• Pool &Fitness Center 
• 2, 3, &4-Suite CondominiumsHart's Cove 
OTHER 
FEATURED 
PROPERTIES 
• Tillman Place 
• OakCrest 
• Cedarwoods 
• Lakecrest 
• Crawford Mills 
• Campus West 
• Fort Hill Commons 
• Village Green 
• Heritage Place 
• Crawford Falls 
M. TENNIS vs GEORGIA TECH 
5:00PMII HOKE SLOAN TENNIS CENTER 
MEN'S TENNIS. 
vs 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 
10:00AMII HOKE SLOAN TENNIS CENTER 
MEN'S TENNIS vs PRESBYTERIAN 
3:00PM II HOKE SLOAN TENNIS CENTER 
• Private Bathrooms 
• Barbeque Picnic Area 
• Gas Grills 
• Boat Dock 
• Daniel Square 
• Riverbank Commons 
• University Place 
• College Heights 
• Pineherst 
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Amanda Hoefer 
Senior StaffWriter 
Feb. 22 marked the 
2015 Academy Awards, where 
"Birdman," Eddie Redmayne 
and Julianne Moore won big. 
Neil Patrick Harris hosted 
with mixed reviews and 
John Legend and Common's 
performance of "Glory" 
from the oft-snubbed film 
"Selma," left not a dry eye in 
the house. While some critics 
find awards shows to be more 
reflective of well-campaigned 
or tonally correct films rather 
than representative of the 
actual best films, screenplays, 
actors and actresses of the year, 
winning an Oscar is often 
considered the pinnacle ofany 
given auteur's career. However, 
any casual Oscar observer 
could tell you that the show 
isn't solely about celebrating 
film - it's a celebration of 
film ensconced in pageantry, 
monologues and celebrity 
worship, the latter personified 
by the pre-show red carpet. 
The award show red 
carpet is a rare breed in the 
entertainment industry in 
that women are front and 
center. Men obviously walk 
the red carpet, bur the focus 
is on the women, who are 
asked by network anchors 
and cable personality the 
indelible question: "Who are 
you wearing?" Eventually the 
likes of Giuliana Rancic and 
Kelly Osbourne get around 
to asking the actresses they 
interview about the work 
they're being recognized for, 
their upcoming projects or 
even their philanthropic 
endeavors, bur always the 
actress's appearance is front 
and center. 
Reese Witherspoon 
made waves before this year's 
ceremony by launching 
a social media campaign 
featuring the hash tag, 
"#AskHerMore." When being 
interviewed by Robin Roberts, 
Witherspoon made a point of 
talking about her production 
company, Pacific Standard, 
and its dedication to giving 
talented women compelling 
roles in films like "Gone Girl" 
and "Wild." Patricia Arquette, 
who used her Best Supporting 
Actress speech as a platform 
to advocate for equal pay for 
women, similarly talked about 
her ecological initiatives in the 
developing world. In response 
to the silly "Mani-Cam," 
which was introduced by 
E!'s red carpet team in 2012, 
Arquette derided the time and 
attention spent upon even the 
smallest aspects of actresses' 
appearances, citing that she 
didn't even have rime to get 
a manicure due to launching 
a site for ecological sanitation 
in Chideo. 
Even before the 
"#AskHerMore" campaign 
and this year's Academy 
Awards, other actresses like 
Elisabeth Moss of "Mad 
Men" and Cate Blanchett 
expressed disgust at lecherous 
camera panning and "Mani­
Camming;" Scarlett Johansson 
asked at an "Avengers" press 
junket in London why co­
star Robert Downey Jr. got 
the "interesting, existential 
questions." Emma Stone and 
Andrew Garfield both have 
called out reporters who spent 
time asking Garfield about his 
work in "The Amazing Spider 
Man," bur only deigned to 
ask Stone about her hair-color 
change for the film. Clearly 
Hollywood actresses have 
been clamoring to be asked 
more for some rime, and to 
these smart, accomplished and 
savvy women, having their 
appearance being discussed 
ad nauseam - as if that were 
all that they were - must be 
incredibly insulting. 
However, does this make 
the red carpet itself inherently 
sexist? While it's demeaning 
that women at the top of their 
field are being treated as mere 
physical objects while men 
of equal or similar talent and 
stature are continually asked 
serious questions about their 
work, the idea that the red 
carper is in and of itself sexist 
might be problematic. 
Assuming that the 
entire ritual is backward 
and insulting is assuming 
that every woman appearing 
doesn't want to be there. It's 
a sort of backwards-feminism 
that issues an equally damning 
mandate: that smart women 
aren't allowed to enjoy 
dressing up in beautiful gowns 
and walking the red carpet. 
Therein lies the beauty of the 
"#AskHerMore" campaign: 
it's not purporting that it is 
inherently wrong to ask a 
woman who she's wearing, 
bur that reporters need to go a 
step further and consider their 
career and accomplishments 
along with, or even before, 
what these stars look like. 
The red carper of Oscar's, 
Grammy's and Golden 
Globes doesn't have to be 
sexist if journalists do their 
job with diligence and pay 
due respect and attention to 
the accomplishments of the 
women walking, in one of 
the only instances where these 
women are front and center. 
No place like home 
Stu Pennebaker 
Asst. TimeOut Editor 
Ir was never the cookies 
when I was little. I always 
got caught with my hand 
in the peanut butter jar. If 
my sister and I were extra 
good or cleaned up our 
rooms really well, my 
call your mom and she comes 
to pick you up at three in 
the morning, or the summer 
camp homesick where you 
get pangs of longing in your 
stomach that go away when 
it's time to swim in the lake. 
It's a more permanent kind, 
the kind where you know, 
mom would let us have I've only been here for a 
a scoop of peanut butter semester and a half, and 
straight out of the jar. I I've learned so much about 
still remember the exact myself and the world -
brand mom bought: Jiffy in the classroom, yes, but 
Peanut Butter Reduced especially out on my own. 
Fat. Red top. Family size. I love this constant growth 
Every time we went to and change, even when 
the grocery store, she'd it's terrifying and strange. 
put a jar or two into the The summer before I left 
cart next to the whole for college, everyone I 
wheat bread, yogurt and ran into was full of advice 
rotisserie chicken that for my freshman year. 
was for dinner that night. "Enjoy every second!" 
Ir's funny what they said. "Don't come 
follows you. Here I am home!" they said, with the 
in college, sitting on my best intentions. 
tiny dorm bed and feeling Here's my advice: 
vaguely grown up - but if you can do it, go home. 
still eating a spoonful Hug your parents, sleep in 
of Jiffy Peanut Butter your bed, play with your 
Reduced Fat. dog. Then come back, love 
to be homesick. It's good, 
even. It means you had a 
fun, carefree childhood or a 
family that cares about you 
or a place that you loved. Or 
maybe if you're really lucky, 
all three. 
College is an experience 
that I wish everyone in 
the world got to have. 
I almost wish mom 
were here to tell me not 
to ruin my dinner. 
Here's the thing about 
going to college ... it's fun. 
Ir's so much fun. Ir's new 
friends. Ir's experiencing life 
and growing and loving what 
you're doing. But here's the 
other thing: nobody told me 
I was going to be homesick. 
Ir's not the sleepover 
kind of homesick where you 
Courtesy of: Amazon.com 
you really know, that it's 
time to start growing up a 
little bit, and that you aren't 
a kid anymore, but you 
can't help but wish for the 
days of sandwich triangles, 
playing outside and ruining 
your dinner. 
But here's one more 
thing about college that 
nobody told me - it's okay 
college and be grateful 
that eating a home cooked 
meal in an actual house gave 
you enough sanity to last 
until exam week. 
College is playing a 
huge part in defining me and 
will continue to do so. It is 
helping me figure out who I 
am and who I want to be. Bur 
without home, I wouldn't 
be here. I'll rake a little 
bit of homesickness. 
PEOPLE OF CLEMSON 
Hugh, CAT Bus driver 
' ' Everybody asks me, 'How do you always end up getting a good team?' 
Ir's cause I don't do like every other coach. I don't wait 'til the game's a blow­
away either way, winning or losing, to put them in the ball game. I put them 
in right in the heat of the game. Life's that way. It's gonna throw you in there 
in the middle and you better be ready. So that's where studying comes in. 
You might say, 'Why in the world did I ever take such-and-such. I'll never 
use it.' You will. Sooner or later you will use it. • • 
---
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HOROSCOPES 
YoUt fuod ofthe week is ice cream.• 
It's getting wann which gives you aAQUABIVSPasatie111.pos 
~ ~ ~~PISCES 
~ 
,. 
>~.. 
I>'! 
( ► enough ofa reason to treat yoursd£Jan. 20 - Feb. 19
,,ti Pop that tub open and get to work. ~ CROSSWORD Aczoss 53- Visionary; 12- Mother and f.uher; 
1-Mischievous person; 54- Monetary unit of 13- Cervus elaphus; 
Your fuod ofthe week is a burrito.?-Actress Ward; Mauritania; 19- Sandy tract; 
Chipotle is yoUt !ifi, _ and it's pretty11- Spring mo.; 56-Authori=; 21- Biblical verb ending; 
14- Broadway opening; 59- Munched on; 25- German sausage; ► easy to convince yoursclf that they're 
· Feb. 20 - March 20 healthy. Spring fur the extra guac. 
16- _ kwon do; 61- External; 28- The whole shebang; 
17- Supported; 63-- Endanger; 30-_Gay; 
Your food of the week is salmon. 
15- Fonner partners; 60-Severe; 26- Greek fubulist; 
18-Nonn; 66- Gnawing animal; 33- Frozen Wasser; ARIES Midterm week means you'll need20- Books on plant life; 67- Wreath offlowers; 34-Actor Keach; ► lots of brain food and salmon22- Caught congers; 68-_asoul; 36- Parisian pal; March 21 - April 20 
will do the trick. 23-May_ excused?; 69- Wide street; 39- Hawaiian native dance; 
24- Explosive stuff, 70- Period; 40-Absolutely!; 
25- Without exception; 71- Gas bUtner or Sicilian 41- Follower ofChrist; 
YoUt fuod of the week is kale. This27- CUtrency unit in volcano; 42- Guitarist JD.; ~ TAURUS is a good time in yoUt liJi, to try newWestern Samoa; 72- Cared fur; 43- Country in North ►April 21 - May 20 things, like being a vegetarian. 
31- Ferrara funily; Down 46- Hindmost part; 
32- Fashions; 1- BUtrowing rodents; 47- Body ofretainers; 
29- "You are_"; Afiica; 
Your fuod ofthe week is cheddar 
35-Americ:an space agency; 2- Performer of gymnastic 48-Putup; cheese bugles. This binge worthyµ,~~~ GEMINI37- Georgia, once: Abbr.; feats; 50- Decoy; fuod means you're in fur a chill week. 
38- Surgical removal of 3- Majestic; 52- Plague; ► Plenty of time to shovel bugles in'JJ\w\ May 21 - June 21
stones from an organ; 4- Caesar's partner; 5 5-Mindlessly stupid; yoUt face while you watch an entire 
41- Simile center; 5- Concerning; 57-Thai breed ofcat; season of"Friends." 
44- First king of Israel; 6- Ushered; 58-Range; 
45- Capital on South 7- Cong. meeting; 61- "Only Tune" singer; YoUt fuod ofthe week is birthday,t .." \•~SUDQKU Skill Level: ♦♦♦ ◊◊◊ cake. Even ifit's not yoUt birthday;Dakota; 8- Office no.; 62- Steinbeck: East of .~., CANCER 
7 8 5 2 
8 1 7 
2 3 1 
8 5 1 
1 3 2 8 
3 6 1 8 
8 5 
5 6 7 
4 2 7 3 
► it's a good week to love yoursel£49- Voting-pattern 9- Meadow; J'i~f.. June 22 - July 22 You rock! Happy (not) birthday! 
51-Applaud; 11- Puzzled; 65- East ender?; 
YoUt food of the week is Schillitter 
pizza. The hidden gem of 
Schilliner, it's not only edible, but 
predictor; 10- "1..ou Grant" star; 64- Make lace; 
S S 3 
a 3 s 
3 !) 
3 a 
LEO ► actually delicious - a reminder to !'11 
' 
r.. ~, '-- July 23 -Aug. 23 
appreciate the good things in life, 
no matter where they are. 
YoUt food of the week is a popsicle. 
1his sUtnmer staple will remind you ,Ivmao ► to be optimisitic - sUtnmer is only a Aug. 24 - Sept. 22 
couple ofmonths away! 
YoUt fuod ofthe week is steak. 
A big, juicy steak. Do with that 
~LmaA ►Sept. 23 - Oct. 23 what you will . 
.il 
.g 
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w Ii, YoUt food of the week is pancakes. ~ Breakfast is the best so why not eat 
.. _::_,,,.:-.=: SCORPIO 
... _,...,, .. _,. ► it three times a day? Live liJi, to the/\ Oct. 24 - Nov. 21 fullest this week. 
YoUt fuod of the week is ramen 
SAGITTABIVS noodles. It won't make you broke and 
it's not a challenging meal to make.Nov. 22 - Dec. 21 ► 
Enjoy some simplicity.TO WRrr FOR TIMEOUT 
Jt YoUt food of the week is POD mart granola bars. The library CAPRICORNemail tigertimeout@gmail.com for more information will be your home this week. This Dec. 22 - Jan. 19 ► snack is best for keeping your 
energy up. 
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WE HOPE YOU ALL HAVE AFUN AND SAFE SPRING BREAK! 
WHEN YOU GET BACK. WE'LL BE HERE. 
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